Phonak
Resource
Accommodation in college
2019 - This resource was created by the first Phonak Teen Advisory Board.
Working with your school’s Office of Disabilities, a variety of educational and independent living resources can be acquired.
Below are a few lists including the most common accommodations.
Educational accommodations for university classrooms
CART (Communication Access Realtime Translation)
Transcribers
Notetakers (computerized, professional or peer)
Interpreters
Captioned videos
Ability to record lectures
Priority/preferential seating
Technology resources for university classrooms or study groups
- Roger Pen™ (the professor can wear while lecturing, can be passed around the room during discussions, and still
effective at picking up voices in a small group discussion)
- Roger Select™ (the professor can wear while lecturing, or if the professor is hesitant to wear a mic, you can place on
the podium/table near where they present. Also can be placed on table in group discussions. By using Bluetooth®,
you can connect to speech to text apps such as Google Live transcribe)
Roger™ Table Mic (can connect several at once for larger classroom spaces)
Roger™ Touchscreen Mic (the professor can wear while lecturing, can be placed on the table for small group
discussions; connects with Roger Pass-around Mics, Multimedia Hubs, and Roger SoundField solutions.
Roger MyLink (this receiver can be connected to a computer to allow for automated speech to text solutions)
Exam resources (institution dependent)
Extended time on exams
Reduced course load
Ability to test in a quiet room
Alternative testing format (ex: reading a transcript instead of listening to recording)
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Dorm or campus living resources
Doorbell with flasher
- Get through disability resources office. Put the portable unit in your room. The only thing that needs to be
attached is the doorbell that the person connects. In residence can use a command strip without damaging
walls.
Alarm clock with shaker, has fire alarm, and can wake you up
- Fitbit or smart watch to shake you awake with alarms since it is a more subtle way and not as loud or noticeable if
you have roommates.
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